A lioness

legacy
Soweto-born interior designer, Nthabi
Taukobong, is something of a national
treasure. The founder and managing
director of DITAU – African Luxury
Lifestyle – is now also a published
author and her new, inspirational
book, The Real Interior, tracks this
extraordinary businesswoman’s
journey. She describes her childhood
during apartheid’s zenith, her
education (which involved stints
as widely apart as Calgary and
Marrakech) and her steady rise in the
industry of interior design. Looking
back on a trailblazing career that
spans 23 years, Nthabi reflects on
what it is to leave a #LionessLegacy.
‘Life is everything and then some,
and somewhere in the midst of all
that chaos is its true, sweet essence.
No matter your career path, the
real aim in life is to master yourself
and when you get that right,
everything else falls into place. I came
from nothing and life offered me
everything and as I manoeuvred my
way through good and bad personal
and business decisions, I found that
life was never against me. It was
only moving me forward to a clearer
understanding of self.
‘I think it’s important, especially in
South Africa, that we share our stories,
of triumph as well as failures so even
just one reader may be inspired to
carry on and more than anything,
know that it’s possible for them to do
it too.’
Nthabi reveals a masterful storytelling
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Interior designer-cum-author, Nthabi
Taukobong, shares her secrets to success,
balance and personal development.

ability in her book which was,
somewhat unusually, inspired
by a LinkedIn notification that
congratulated her on being in the
industry for 21 years (back in 2017).
She asked herself: When I look back at
my life in design, what are the greatest
memories and lessons I want to take
forward? And how do I record my
highs and lows? She opted to write
a letter to herself answering each of
these questions, which then came to
form the basis of her book.
‘I don’t know of any other interior
designer, especially in South Africa,
who has written a memoir from this
point of view (the REAL interior). As
creatives, we usually get to a stage
where we all want to do a beautiful
coffee table book of our works and
even though that was expected of
me, I went deeper and shared my
truth and journey of how I actually
got to this point. The message of
hope and inspiration the book has
given to many has really shown me it
was absolutely the right book to write
and the right story to tell at this stage
in my growing career.’
Her humility belies her exceptional
achievements. Nthabi has worked on
five-star hotels, residential and leisure
projects for royalty and presidents,
as well as industry behemoths. She
even revamped the interior design
of the Blue Train at the tender age
of 25. Nthabi was clearly the right
choice. ‘Our inspiration [at DITAU] has
always been to create a style of home

and products that are inspired by
our African heritage and lifestyle. In
Africa, life is about the simple pleasure
of living well. This is complemented
by our combination of luxury and
raw materials that naturally ground
an interior and create a healing,
harmonious and balanced space.’
Nthabi is interior design royalty, a
title earned by being hard on herself
when she needs to be. ‘I was able to
honestly critique my own installations
and note what was still missing
and what did not quite work in the
space I had intended it for. I learned
to decorate in a palette of colours
and textures that allowed schemes
to be moved around to different
placements and still achieve the
overall designer interior.’
With so much under her belt, it’s
tough to imagine what else Nthabi
could possibly aspire to next. ‘The
book has landed me firmly in my next
[endeavour], and that is to inspire and
motivate others by sharing stories
of my own journey through design
and the lessons learnt in tackling
all challenges. I’m working on my
platform of online communication
through my website where I will host
workshops, podcasts and master
classes. I’m also working on my
online magazine as well as further
developing my African Lifestyle brand
of products made locally with a global
appeal and relevance.’
Don’t miss Nthabi’s inspiring memoir.
Details: nthabitaukobong.com

Interior design in the home – advice from an expert
•

The home is actually a sacred sanctuary to heal and restore one’s soul, where
individuals and families can really be themselves. Be open to design advice
where required, but also don’t be afraid to express yourself as you see fit, with
no judgement.

•

In order to achieve true design harmony, make sure there’s a good balance
of the elements of nature such as earth, wind, fire and water. Let all these
elements be equally represented and you’ll feel balanced, aligned, at peace
and happy in your own space.

•

Let there be the right amount of space, wood, glass, water, fresh air, fabric and
unknowingly you’ll connect with your essence and appreciation for design.
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A tale of tenacity that led
to stunning success

The best things parents can give
their children are solid roots, followed
by wings. Soweto-born Nthabi
Taukobong was one of the lucky
ones, as she describes in the earlier
chapters of The Real Interior, the
story of her success in the tough
field of interior design. Her loving
parents taught her to strive for
excellence in everything she did
and, with township schools going
up in flames during the late ‘70s, her
father, with incredible determination
and persistence, managed to get
Nthabi and her older brother into
an Anglican school for whites. She
spread her wings during a year in
Canada as a Rotary exchange student
and finally, after studying at what
is now the Durban University of
Technology, landed her dream job
with a top Johannesburg interior
design firm. Within a week she
jetted off to Mauritius to take the
first professional steps in her chosen
career. Now, 23 years on, she has
designed for presidents, African
royalty, captains of industry, fivestar hotels – forging success in the
challenging world of interior design.
Her journey continues, with all its
highs and lows – and her story so far
is an inspiration and encouragement
to others. TMP, R275
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